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Detection of time delays and directional interactions based on time series from complex
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Data-based and model-free accurate identification of intrinsic time delays and directional interactions is an
extremely challenging problem in complex dynamical systems and their networks reconstruction. A model-free
method with new scores is proposed to be generally capable of detecting single, multiple, and distributed time
delays. The method is applicable not only to mutually interacting dynamical variables but also to self-interacting
variables in a time-delayed feedback loop. Validation of the method is carried out using physical, biological, and
ecological models and real data sets. Especially, applying the method to air pollution data and hospital admission
records of cardiovascular diseases in Hong Kong reveals the major air pollutants as a cause of the diseases and,
more importantly, it uncovers a hidden time delay (about 30–40 days) in the causal influence that previous studies
failed to detect. The proposed method is expected to be universally applicable to ascertaining and quantifying
subtle interactions (e.g., causation) in complex systems arising from a broad range of disciplines.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.96.012221

I. INTRODUCTION

In the physical world, time delays are intimately related
to causation, as signals travel at a finite speed. Successful
identification of time delays and causal interactions in complex
systems is relevant to significant problems of current interest
such as precision medicine [1], effective policy and management recommendations on climate and ecosystems [2,3],
energy optimization in urban systems [4], epidemiology [5],
control strategy for gene regulation [6], financial regulations
[7], human brain functions [8], and human behaviors in online
social systems [9]. Traditional methods based on the Granger
causality [10,11] and transfer entropy [12] have issues such
as difficulty with nonlinearity and stringent data requirement.
Recently, a method based on nonlinear dynamical analysis,
the convergent cross-mapping (CCM) method, was developed
[13,14] to overcome these difficulties, making it possible to
infer causality from relatively short time series. In general,
accurate detection of time delays to enable inference of
causation is an extremely challenging problem. Quite recently,
there was an effort in incorporating a single time delay into
the CCM scheme [15]. (A detailed discussion of the related
works on ascertaining causation can be found in Appendix A.)
The purpose of this work is to propose new scores substituting
for the old score in the CCM scheme, which then becomes
a general, completely data-based framework for accurately
identifying time delays, regardless of their forms (e.g., single,
multiple, or distributed).
In physical systems, time delays and causation are two
manifestations of the same principle: the influence of one
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event (or subsystem) on another one cannot be instantaneous
[16–24]. In the real world, time delays may result from the
transmission time, switching speed, memory effect, or other
physical effects. A real-world example is protein expression
regulated by transcription factors, where the regulation process
goes through a cascade of transcriptions and translations
that take from minutes to hours to exert their influences.
For a complex system, there are typically multiple or even
distributed time delays. While knowledge about the time
delays can be used to infer causation, causal analysis can be
useful for identifying time delays as well. For example, if one
finds that two subsystems of interest are causally linked with
specific time delays, then they are nothing but the intrinsic
time delays within the whole system and, the “strength” of
causation provides a qualitative assessment of the possible
time delays.
There are existing methods for identifying time delays
[25–31], but they are mostly based on traditional parameter
estimation and synchronization, which indeed require a priori
knowledge about the complex interactions, the exact forms
of vector fields, and even the noise types in the system
[25–27,31]. Other methods include invasive external perturbations [28,29], self feedback [30], or phase-synchronizationbased and model-fitting approaches [31]. Clearly, these methods will be ineffective or even of no help for dealing with the
real-world data that are experimentally recorded from systems
whose structures are unclear or completely unknown. From
the standpoint of dynamics, when time delays are present,
a great difficulty arises. Take the CCM method [13] as an
example. The present framework assumes that the time series
y(t) and x(t) from subsystems Y and X, respectively, are on the
same footing through the implicit assumption that the directed
influence occurs instantaneously. However, since Y receives
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inputs from X but with time delays, application of the original
CCM method may lead to erroneous results, especially when
there are measurement errors or even exponential divergence
between the dynamical trajectories in Y and X. All these call
for the development of a data-based and model-free framework
to accurately determine time delays of arbitrary form.
In this work, based on first-principle considerations, we
propose a model-free method involving a class of measures
(or scores) with the following general trait: when it is plotted
versus an assumed, systematically varying time delay variable,
distinct peaks (or a distribution) emerge(s), and their locations
correspond to the actual time delays in the system. The
score is generally defined in terms of cross map evaluation
(CME—to be detailed below) between the targeted dynamical
variables (time series). The detailed mathematical quantities
used in constructing the CME score can vary, which can be,
e.g., covariance, mutual information, or simply phase space
distance. We demonstrate universally accurate detection of
time delays with simulated time series. Applying the CME
score to a specific class of real-world data, e.g., pollution
and cardiovascular disease data, reveals a hidden time delay
that has escaped previous detection. Accuracy, robustness, and
universal applicability are the distinct virtue of our CME
method, making it appealing to science and engineering
applications that demand precise and reliable assessment of
time delays.

These considerations lead to our proposed CME method to
detect time delays.
Say we are given time series x(t) and y(t) as well as
a set of possible time delays:  = {τ1 ,τ2 , . . . ,τm }. For each
candidate time delay τi , we let z(t) = x(t − τi ) and form the
manifolds MY and MZ with ny and nz being the respective
embedding dimensions. For each point y(t˜) ∈ MY , we find K
nearest neighbors y(tj )(j = 1,2, . . . ,K), which are mapped
to the mutual neighbors z(tj ) ∈ MZ (j = 1,2, . . . ,K) by the
cross map. We then estimate z(t˜) by averaging these mutual

neighbors through ẑ(t˜)|MY = (1/K) K
j =1 z(tj ). Finally, we
define the CME score as

 −1
−1
(1)
s(τ ) = (nz )−1 trace  ẑ 2 cov(ẑ,z) z 2 ,
where τ is a trial (or candidate) time delay, the function
trace{·} represents the summation of all the diagonal elements
of the underlying matrix, the diagonal matrix  p contains the
diagonal elements of cov( p, p) for p = ẑ,z, with the covariance matrix being cov( p,q) = E[( p − E[ p]) (q − E[q])],
and E[·] stands for component-wise average in time. It is
straightforward to show 0  s  1. The larger the value of
s, the stronger the driving force from x(t − τi ) to y(t). In a
plot of s(τ ), if there is a peak at τk ∈ , the time delay from
X to Y can be identified as τk . Since s is designed to measure
whether the mutual neighbors z(tj ) are in the neighborhood
of z(t˜) in the Rnz space, criteria other than that based on the
covariance matrix can be used.

II. METHOD-CME SCORE

Given a time series x(t), one forms a manifold MX ∈
Rn based on delay coordinate embedding [32,33]: x(t) =
[x(t),x(t − δt), . . . ,x(t − (n − 1)δt)], where n is the embedding dimension and δt is a proper time lag. (In our work,
we all use the delayed mutual information (DMI) [33] to
determine δt and the false nearest neighbor criteria [33,34]
to determine n.) The classic embedding theorems [32,35]
guarantee that, for a smooth dynamical system, if n > 2d,
where d is the fractal dimension of the attractor, then the
reconstructed MX is topologically conjugated to the original
attractor. For two time series x(t) and y(t) from coupled
systems, X and Y , respectively, the corresponding manifolds
MX and MY can be reconstructed accordingly, and the cross
map  : x(t) → y(t) between MX and MY is one-to-one along
the time indices. When X drives/causes Y , information of X
is infused into MY , so neighboring points on MY are generally
mapped to neighboring points on MX by −1 at the same time
indices. However, if X has no influence on Y , MY contains
no information about X, so neighboring points on MY do
not necessarily correspond to neighboring points on MX . A
quantitative measure to characterize capacity for −1 to map
neighbors on MY to neighbors on MX determines the driving
“force” from X to Y . This idea of cross map [36,37] was used
to determine the prediction directions [13,38] and recently
generalized from local neighborhood to global prediction [39].
Evaluating the neighborhood mapping capacity of −1 is
thus key to detecting possible driving from X to Y . In the
presence of a time delay τ , the driving is supposed to be
from x(t − τ ) to y(t) with a cross map  : x(t − τ ) → y(t).
In this case, we consider z(t) ≡ x(t − τ ) and determine the
neighborhood mapping capacity of  −1 from y(t) to z(t).

III. RESULTS

To validate our CME method, we begin with a discrete-time
logistic model of two non-identical species:
Xt+1 = Xt (γx − γx Xt − K1 Yt−τ1 ),
Yt+1 = Yt (γy − γy Yt − K2 Xt−τ2 ),
where γx = 3.78, γy = 3.77, K1 and K2 are the coupling
parameters, and τ1 and τ2 are the intrinsic time delays that
we aim to determine from time series. Figure 1 shows the
detection results for different combinations of K1 , K2 , τ1 , and
τ2 , which indicates that the method can accurately detect single
or double delays for unidirectional (i.e., K1 = 0 or K2 = 0) or
bidirectional coupling (i.e., K1 = 0 and K2 = 0). To gain more
theoretical insight of our CME method, we give a heuristic
illustration on the validity of our method. For simplicity, we set
τ1 = 0 and τ2 = v in the above logistic model of two species.
Then, mathematical transformations on the model yield:


1
Yt+1+v
γy − γy Yt+v −
Xt+1 =
K2
Yt+v




γx
Yt+1+v
γy −γy Yt+v −
−K1 Yt ,
× γx −
K2
Yt+v


1
Xt+1
Yt+1 =
γx − γx Xt −
K1
Xt




γy
Xt+1
γx −γx Xt −
−K2 Xt−v . (2)
× γy −
K1
Xt
If K1 = 0 and K2 = 0, the causal interaction is unidirectional
from X to Y with the time delay v. In this case, the second
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FIG. 1. Accurate detection of time delays and directional interactions in a logistic model of two species. For n = 2 and δt = 1:
(a–c) single delay under unidirectional coupling; (d) multiple delays
where the coupling term in the population of the second species
is K2 (Xt−τ21 + Xt−τ22 ); (e, f) multiple delays under bidirectional
coupling.

equation in Eq. (2) becomes ill-conditioned because K1
appears in a denominator. However, the first equation in Eq. (2)
implies that using information about both Yt+1+v and Yt+v
gives a more accurate prediction of Xt+1 . In fact, the chaotic
attractors of the logistic model have a dimension larger than
unity. As a result, our CME score, which takes into account full
information about the reconstructed two-dimensional vector,
leads to an accurate identification of the delay. If both K1 and
K2 are nonzero, the dynamics of X and Y are chaotic and
unsynchronized, and the causal interactions between them are
bidirectional. In this case, although the term K1 Yt appears in
the first equation of Eq. (2), it is relatively small by comparing
γ γ
in this equation, as
with the terms Kx 2y Yt+v and Kγx2 YYt+1+v
t+v
intuitionally shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(d). Thus, K1 Yt can be
neglected when predicting Xt+1 , which suggests that it is
sufficient to use the information about Yt+1+v and Yt+v to
predict Xt+1 . Thus, the proposed CME score enables us not
only to ascertain the casual interaction but, more strikingly,
to obtain the accurate value of time delay. Analogously as
shown in Figs. 2(e)–2(h), the influence of K2 Xt−v in the
second equation of Eq. (2) for predicting Yt+1 is relatively
γ γ
γ
. These
weak as compared with the terms Ky 1x Xt and Ky1 XXt+1
t
observations suggest that it is sufficient to use the information
about Yt+1+v and Yt+v to predict Xt+1 . Since information
about Xt+1 and Xt is sufficient for predicting Yt+1 , the
CME score indicates instantaneous casual interaction from
Y to X.
To further test our method for continuous-time systems, a
coupled chaotic Lorenz-Rössler (LR) system is considered,
which is given by
ẋ1 = 10(−x1 + y1 ), ẏ1 = 28x1 − y1 − x1 z1 + L(y2 ),
ż1 = x1 y1 − (8/3)z1 ,
ẋ2 = −α(y2 + z2 ), ẏ2 = α(x2 + 0.2y2 ) + K(x1 ),
ż2 = α[0.2 + z2 (x2 − 5.7)],

where K(x1 ) and L(y2 ) designate bidirectional couplings
between a Lorenz oscillator in the variable x1 and a Rössler
system in y2 , and α is a scaling factor [40,41]. For discrete
delays, we set K(x1 ) = Cx1 (t − τ1 ) and L(y2 ) = Dy2 (t − τ2 )
with parameters C and D, the coupling strengths, and τ1 = 3
and τ2 = 4, the delays. Let x1 (t) and y2 (t) be the available time
series. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show that for most parameter sets,
the plots of s(τ ) in both directions exhibit peaks at the true
values of the time delays. However, for very weak strengths
but larger α, as shown in Fig. 3(b), the true delay cannot be
detected in the direction from the Rössler oscillator to the
Lorenz one. This reveals that our method might not be directly
applicable to the case where the coupling signal is very weak.
Additionally, as shown in Fig. 3(c), for different distributed
time delay as represented by
K(x1 ) = C

−2
−4

k(−ξ )x1 (t + ξ )dξ, L(y2 ) = 0,

the plotted curve of s(τ ) shows different type of plateau
on the correct distribution range of the time delay. Here, k is the
kennel function which determines the specific distributed type
of time delay. Specifically, in Fig. 3(c), the curve s(τ ) shows
a horizontal plateau on the interval [2,4] of the time delay
when the kernel function k is set as a uniform distribution;
however, the plateau becomes slant when k takes a function of
exponential decay. This reveals that our method is practically
effective in identifying not only the range of distributed time
delays but also their specific distributed types.
There are dynamical systems in which time delays occur
through not only mutual couplings but also self feedback. To
demonstrate the working of our method for such a challenging
situation, we consider the Mackey-Glass (MG) system [42],
describing the dynamics of blood cell regeneration,
ẋ = 2x(t − τ0 )/ 1 + [x(t − τ0 )]10 − x ,
where τ0 = 0 is the time delay, and the time rate of change
of x(t) depends on both x(t) and x(t − τ0 ). To apply our
method, we select x(t) and x(t − τ ) as the two required time
series. Figure 3(d) shows that the plot of s(τ ) exhibits two
peaks at τ = 0 and τ = τ0 , respectively, for larger τ0 = 3 or 5,
which induces chaotic dynamics in the MG system. However,
for small τ0 which only induces periodic dynamics, our
method, showing no peak, becomes noneffective because the
information in the periodic signal is too few for embedding
and delay detection.
More significantly, we apply our method to cope with a
dataset of real world, e.g., air pollution data and hospital
admission records of cardiovascular diseases in Hong Kong
[43]. The information for the dataset we use here is introduced
in Appendix B. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show that there are
two pronounced peaks in the CME score from both NO2
and Rspar to Cardio: one at zero while the other at about
30–40 days, where the former reflects the instantaneous
effect of air pollution on acute cardiac disease such as heart
attack or stroke, which has been widely reported previously
[43,44] and confirmed by statistical analysis [45]. The more
pronounced peak at about 30–40 days reflects a delayed effect
of causation, which, to our knowledge, has not been reported
in the literature. (In fact, only the effect of a short term
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FIG. 2. Distributions of terms in the first equation (a–d) and the second equation (e–h) of Eq. (2). The horizontal intervals represents the
domains of the relevant quantities and the vertical axis represents the frequencies of the values. The parameters are taken as v = 3, K1 = 0.05,
and K2 = 0.08, and the length of the time series is 103 .

delay within one week was reported [46,47].) A plausible
explanation for the relatively long delay, as uncovered through
our method, is that patients with certain chronic diseases
such as high blood pressure do not tend to go to hospital
until they feel sick, causing the long delay in the disease
course from the day they were exposed to air pollution. In
addition, sulfur dioxide is also believed to be a causal factor
for cardiac disease [45]. However, we find that sulphur dioxide
has no significant effect on cardiac disease, as suggested
by Fig. 4(c), which is consistent with the result from a
recent work [48].

1

IV. REMARKS
A. Alternative ways to define the CME score

Our definition of CME score is not limited to the covariance
matrix as in Eq. (1). In fact, any appropriately normalized
measure of the distance between the predicted and the
original points in the n-dimensional space would suit. For
example, two additional CME scores: one based on normalized
mutual information (NMI) [49] and the other exploiting the
normalized phase space distance [50], can be used. As shown in
Fig. 5 for our example of logistic model of two species, results
of time delay identification for these alternatively defined CME
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FIG. 3. Identification of diverse types of time delays. For n = 6 and δt = 0.12, identification of discrete time delays in two directions for
different parameter sets (a) and (b) and distributed time delay for different kernel function k (c) in different coupled LR systems. (d) For n = 4,
δt = 0.2, and different τ0 inducing different dynamics, successful and failed detections of delays associated with self feedback in the MG
system.
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where  ·  represents an appropriate vector norm, e.g., the
Euclidean norm, σq is the standard deviation of q, and L is
the length of vector q. To scale such distance into an index
between 0 and 1, we define an NRMSE-based CME score:
s = exp(−ξ θ ), where ξ is a scaling parameter that can be
empirically selected in computation and
nz
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where H (p) is the marginal entropy and H (p|q) is the
conditional entropy for two random variables q and p.
The normalized root-mean-squared error (NRMSE) between
vectors p and q is set as
NRMSE( p,q) =  p − qL− 2 σq−1 ,

We see that s is a normalized score with values in between 0
and 1.
B. Performance comparison between the CME method and
recent methods
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FIG. 5. Performance of alternative CME scores. For the logistic
system of two species in Fig. 1 for K1 = 0, K2 = 0.08, τ1 = 0, and
τ2 = 3, alternative definitions of the CME scores yield the same result
of time delay detection as that based on Eq. (1). Shown are the mean
value and the corresponding standard deviation for each candidate
delay for 100 trails from random initial values.

It is noted that some geometric information based methods
[15,52] have also been recently proposed to measure information flow and its delays. To demonstrate the advantage of
our CME method over existing methods in a concrete way, we
compare its performance with that of a representative method
based on CCM [15], through an examination of the effect of
increasing the embedding dimension. For the data from the
unidirectionally coupled logistic model in Fig. 1, as shown
in Fig. 6, our CME method is able to identify the accurate
value of the time delay, while the recent method [15] fails.
In fact, as the embedding dimension n increases (e.g., from
2 to 7), our CME method can consistently detect the true
time delay but the method in Ref. [15] fails for all n > 2.
A plausible explanation is that the method in Ref. [15] is
based on CCM measure [13] that uses geometric information
about the attractor of the system to detect information flow
between variables [38,39,51,52]. As such, the method can
infer the existence of casual influences qualitatively but
in general cannot yield the accurate values of the time
delay. In fact, both the method in Ref. [15] and the error
index proposed in Ref. [52] evaluate neighborhood points
by using only the first component of the embedding vector,
while leaving other components unused. As a result, these
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D. The robustness against noise

In real-world systems, noise is omnipresently observed.
Thus, to test the robustness of our CME method against noise,
we still use the time series data produced by the coupled
Lorenz-Rössler system but deteriorate them by additive white
noise with different levels of noise intensity. The levels of
noise intensity cover the range of the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) from 102 to 100 . As shown in Figs. 7(c) and 7(d), the
CME method works robustly and is able to identify the true
time delay and directional interaction for the SNR above 5 but
the method turns to be failed as the noise intensity becomes
strong enough and the SNR becomes weaker.
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admissible length of time series also demands an order of
O(103 ) for our CME method. Although, in real-world systems,
it is difficult to obtain sufficiently long experimental data,
the statistical method of bootstrap [53] can be an option to
overcome this difficulty.
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FIG. 7. Performances of the CME method with various factors.
(a, b) CME scores with the growth of the length of time series
produced by a specific coupled LR system. Here, X and Y stand,
respectively, for x1 and y2 in the system. (c, d) CME scores with the
growth of the SNR for the noise-deteriorated time series of the above
coupled Lorenz-Rössler system. (e, f) CME scores with the growth of
the coupling strength for the unidirectionally coupled Lorenz systems.
Here, X and Y stand, respectively, for the driving and the driven
systems. The inset in (f) shows the correlation between x(t − τ ) and
y(t) as the coupling strength increases.

methods can only be useful for ascertaining, qualitatively,
generalized synchronization and transitive causal chains: they
are incapable of identifying the actual values of the time delay.
For the method developed in Ref. [52], the estimated time
delay lies about the border of the reconstructible domain that
needs to be estimated with additional statistical methods, with
which identification of distributed time delays is not possible.
In contrast, our CME method exploits information about all
the components of the reconstructed vector, making it possible
to evaluate, in the n-dimensional space, the distance between
the original point and the predicted point by mutual neighbors,
leading to accurate detection of multiple or even distributed
time delays.
C. The requirement on the length of time series

Since our CME method is based on an extraction of
geometric information about the attractor, the length of time
series is required to be long enough. Take the time series
produced by the above coupled LR system (α = 30, C = 1,
and D = 0), for example. When its length is less than 103 ,
the true positive results indicated by the CME scores become
unremarkable [see Fig. 7(a)] while the false positive results
always arise [see Fig. 7(b)]. As for discrete-time models (or
for Poincaré maps induced by continuous-time systems), the

Since the CME method is based on the fact that information of X is infused into Y ’s dynamics when X(t − τ )
drives/couples with Y (t), the method requires the driving
“force”/coupling strength to be sufficiently strong. To illustrate
this, we consider two unidirectionally coupled Lorenz systems:
ẋ1 = 10(x2 − x1 ), ẋ2 = 28x1 − x2 − x1 x3 ,
ẋ3 = x1 x2 − (8/3)x3 ,
ẏ1 = 10(y2 − y1 ), ẏ2 = 28y1 − y2 − y1 y3 + K(x2 ,y2 ),
ẏ3 = y1 y2 − (8/3)y3 ,
where the coupling term K(x2 ,y2 ) = C[x2 (t − τ ) − y2 (t)],
C is the coupling strength, and τ = 3. When the coupling
strength C is very small, the driving force from x2 (t − τ )
is extremely weak and thus cannot be detected by the CME
method. As C increases, the time delay and interaction
detection becomes more and more accurate [see Figs. 7(e)
and 7(f)]. For C larger than 3, y2 (t) synchronizes with
x2 (t − τ ) [see the inset in Fig. 7(f)], and the CME method
still works efficiently if the anticipation mode is not taken into
consideration.
V. CONCLUSION

We have developed a completely data-based and model-free
method to accurately detect the intrinsic time delays associated
with mutual interactions in nonlinear and complex dynamical
systems. The main advantage of our method, as compared
with previous methods, lies in its universal applicability to
all kinds of time delays: single, multiple, self-loop, or even
distributed. We validate the method using simulated data
from classic nonlinear dynamical systems and real-world data.
Since time delay and causation are intimately related, we
anticipate general suitability of our method for unraveling
subtle interactions in complex dynamical systems arising from
a broad range of fields in science and engineering.
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